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Your Yearly Transits and Progressions Report
Including both transits and progressions, this report aims to give a rounded overview of your major trends during
the year. To make big picture stand out, it concentrates on the progressed planets, which all move slowly, and on
the slow-moving transiting planets, which take from 12 (Jupiter) to 240 years (Pluto) to go around the zodiac.
During the period covered by this report, these moving points will make relatively few aspects and entrances into
new houses and signs. When they do, the effect on your life will tend to be relatively long-lasting and major.
Below are some explanations of what you will find in this report. (If you know all this already, by all means skip
ahead to your forecast!)
Transiting and Progressed Planets. “Transits” are an astrological forecasting technique that compares the
present positions of the planets with where the planets and houses were in your birth chart.
“Secondary Progressions” are similar, except that each successive day of transits after your birth moment is taken
to symbolize not the trends for a single day, but those for a whole year of your life. Thus the motion of the planets
in the first twenty-four hours of your life symbolizes events from age 0 to 1, that in the second twenty- four hours
symbolizes events from age 1 to 2, etc. In this system, the day becomes a fractal of the the year, twelve hours
corresponds to six months, and every two hours corresponds to one month.
Progressions take the transits that happened during your first few months on earth, and apply them to your whole
life. These months of infancy were when you were at your most impressionable and when you were forming
lifelong patterns. Progressions show how these earliest astrological influences are echoed much later at specific
points in your life. Because the progressed motion of a planet is only 1/365th the speed of its real or transiting
motion, progressed aspects last a very long time and their effects tend to be major.
Aspects between Planets. When a transiting or progressed planet moves into the same sign and degree as a
planet in your birth chart, the symbolism of both those planets is activated in your life. Such a zero-degree
separation between two points is a form of aspect -- in this case, a “conjunction” aspect. The conjunction is the
strongest kind of linkage, but certain other angles, too, can stimulate the energies of the pair of planets involved.
These other aspects include the trine (when the two points in the pair are 120 degrees apart), square (90 degrees),
opposition (180 degrees) and sextile (60 degrees). There are also the so-called minor aspects: the semisextile (30
degrees), quincunx (150 degrees), semisquare (45 degrees) and sesquare (135 degrees). These can be potent
when they last a long time -- as progressions and the slower-moving transits do.
The Planets Used in This Report. To make the important trends of the year more obvious, we filter out the
influences of the transiting inner planets (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars). Moving swiftly around the
zodiac, the transiting inner planets will aspect everything in your chart during a given year. Their aspects won’t
usually last long enough to be felt as anything more than a fleeting, short-term influence.
While we include only the slower-moving transiting planets, we include all the progressed planets, plus the
progressed North Node of the Moon, and the progressed Ascendant and Midheaven. Because progressions move
so slowly, even the fast-moving planets like the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars can have a major impact
when they are progressed.
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As for the progressed outer planets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto -- and also the lunar Node), their
motion is exceedingly slow. So slow, in fact, that these points will stay very close to their natal positions for your
entire life. Only when a progressed aspect from one of these points becomes exact will it be significant. Chances
are, that planet was already close to being in that aspect when you were born. When it becomes exact by
progression, you can think of the promise of the natal aspect as being fulfilled.
Very rarely, a progressed planet may make a “station,” turning from direct motion to retrograde, or vice versa.
Such an event can mark a subtle but profound shift in your consciousness, one that may last for the rest of your
life.
The Progressed Moon. The progressed Moon is a special case, because it travels thirteen times faster than the
next-fastest planets (the Sun, Mercury and Venus, which all travel at about the same average speed). While these
faster progressed planets move only slightly more than three signs during a human lifetime, the progressed Moon
goes entirely around the zodiac every twenty-eight years. This means that about every two-and-a-half years the
progressed Moon will go into a new sign or house. When one of the other progressed planets enters a new sign or
house, signals a really major change of orientation, a new chapter in one’s life. When the progressed Moon enters
a new sign or house, this, too, will cast a new light on things, but it will be more like beginning a new paragraph.
Because the progressed Moon is so much faster than the others, it accounts for by far the majority of progressed
aspects. Each progressed Moon aspect highlights the issues of the planet that the Moon is aspecting, and this
influence lasts for a couple of months.
The Asterisks. To help you see the relative importance of each transiting or progressed aspect, you will find from
zero to five asterisks next to it in your forecast report. An aspect’s strength depends on a number of things. The
strongest aspect of all would be a conjunction of a very slow-moving planet (like Pluto or Neptune) with a
fast-moving natal point (like your Sun, Moon, Ascendant or Midheaven). This would definitely have five
asterisks -- and you would undoubtedly notice something major going on in your life and psyche.
“Exact,” “Begins” and “Ends” Dates. The interpretations in this report are arranged in order of the dates when
the transiting and progressed aspects become exact. However, the influence of these aspects begins well before it
becomes exact and ends some time after. Following the practice of many astrologers, this report considers that a
transit or progression “Begins” when the moving planet is one degree away from being in an exact aspect to the
natal planet. It “Ends” when the moving planet is again one degree away separating from the aspect. In other
words, the “orb of influence” given to these aspects is one degree on either side of being exact. These cutoff
points are somewhat arbitrary, but they do give a rough idea of the time period over which you can expect an
aspect to be working. (If a “Begin” or “End” date is missing, it means that the aspect begins or ends before or
after the period covered by this report.)
Contrary to what you might think, a long-lasting transiting or progressed aspect usually doesn’t manifest as an
event or sudden mood change right at the “Exact” point. Usually there needs to be some “trigger” -- a fastermoving point’s aspect to the same degree areas during the time that the longer-lasting aspect is in effect. Though
the effect of an aspect tends to be stronger the closer it is to being exact, an aspect can be triggered into obvious
manifestation any time between the “Begins” and “Ends” dates. You should therefore be on the lookout for
manifestations of the aspect during the whole period indicated.
Planets Changing Signs and Houses. As for the ingress of a planet into a different sign or house, the “Exact”
date is the only date that is shown. This date is when the planet begins its stay in that new area of the chart. The
influence will last pretty much until the planet enters the next sign or house.
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Something to keep in mind is that the boundaries separating houses are less definite than those separating signs.
This is partly because astrologers have various mathematical formulas for calculating houses. The cusps of houses
1, 4, 7 and 10 are exactly the same in most house systems, but the positions of the other house cusps vary
according to the house system used. In the author’s experience, there are four house systems whose cusps seem to
register transits and progressions better than other systems. These are Porphyry, Koch, Meridian and Placidus
(which is the house system used in this report).
Besides there being disagreement on where most of the house cusps fall, many astrologers consider that as a
planet nears a house cusp, it starts to be influenced by the house it will soon enter. For both of these reasons, you
should consider the times of entrance into a new house fairly approximate.
Sometimes, when a planet is traveling retrograde, it will dip back into a previous sign or house. When the planet
is transiting, this will usually be a brief and minor event, not worthy of any stars. For all intents and purposes, the
planet has entered the new house and the new life chapter has begun. The retrograde passage into the previous
house is just a brief revisiting. However, when the planet is progressed, even these retrograde entries into the
previous house can be important. Chances are, a retrograding progressed planet will stay in that previous house
for the rest of your life.
The Zodiacal Degrees. In the headings for each interpretation, the first degree, minute and sign shown is for the
first planet or other point mentioned in the heading. The second degree, minute and sign is for the secondmentioned point. A transit or progression will be especially strong if you see the same or adjacent degrees
repeated in another aspect around the same time. The effect will be strongest if the degrees are in the same sign.
However, it will also be strong if the degrees are similar but the signs are different.
The End of the Report. At the end of this report you will find all the transits and progressions handily listed,
roughly in order of their importance. This helps you see at a glance which are the most important during this
period in your life, and which are less significant.
You will also find a copy of your birth chart in wheel form. This shows the planets in the twelve houses
(numbered counterclockwise, starting from the first house at the left). The degrees, minutes and zodiacal signs
around the outer edge of the wheel are the positions of the cusps, or beginnings, of the houses that are mentioned
in the body of this report.
You’ll also find two additional chart wheels -- a progressed chart for the beginning date of this report, and one for
the end date. These will show you where and how far the progressed Moon traveled during the year. They will
also show you the current signs of your progressed Sun, Mercury, Venus and Mars. Unless you are quite young,
these are likely to be in different signs from where they were when you were born. Your birth chart shows your
basic disposition, but as you age, your progressed chart shows how you develop in new directions. These two
progressed chart wheels will also show that the slow-moving progressed points (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
Pluto and the North Node) have moved hardly at all during your life.
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The Author of This Report. Bruce Scofield wrote the interpretations in this report. An astrological consultant
since 1980, he has professional level certification from the National Council for Geocosmic Research
(CA-NCGR), for which he served as an education director until 2003. He maintains a private practice based in
Amherst, Massachusetts, working with clients by telephone and mail. Bruce speaks on astrology several times a
year at astrology conferences and is also the author of numerous articles and fifteen books. Currently he is
working toward a PhD and is teaching at Kepler College in Seattle, an accredited higher educational institution
that offers degrees with a major in astrology.
And now for your forecast. . . At this point you might be inclined to plunge ahead and read your forecast from
start to finish. However, it will make much more sense if you first familiarize yourself with the main pattern of the
year. To do this, you can skim through with a highlighter in hand, and mark the five-star aspects and the entry of
planets into a new house or sign. Only a few of these five-star events occur each year, and these set the overall
tone. Once you understand the main trends, you can then go back and see how the details are filled in by aspects
made by the transiting Jupiter and Saturn and the progressed Moon. (If you want greater detail, there are also
Daily Planning Guide reports that will help you arrange your schedule to take advantage of the very short-term
transiting astrological tides.)
Aug 4 2010
6:03:08 PM EDT Transiting North Node semisquare natal Saturn - Exact. **
10° 11` Capricorn to 25° 11` Aquarius
Ends Aug 23 2010 3:16:39 PM EDT

Relationships will require self-control, attention to formalities, and the acceptance of separations and restrictions.
Connections with older or more ambitions persons are probable.
Aug 6 2010
1:04:53 AM EDT Transiting Saturn opposite natal Venus - Exact. ****
01° 22` Libra to 01° 22` Aries
Ends Aug 15 2010 11:39:12 PM EDT

Decisions and evaluations about relationships, finances, and aesthetics may pressure you now. Socially, this may
be a challenging time. Formalities and being organized will serve you better now than spontaneity. At the very
least, social interactions will tend to be structured and formal, or there may be some boundaries and obstacles to
contend with. You will need to make important decisions about social commitments and responsibilities. Also,
you may experience separations from others. At worst, you may feel blocked, isolated, self-conscious, and fearful
of interaction with others. Money may also be tight at this time.
Aug 8 2010
2:51:32 PM EDT Transiting Saturn trine natal Mercury - Exact. ***
01° 37` Libra to 01° 37` Aquarius
Ends Aug 18 2010 8:28:44 AM EDT

There may problems to solve now but your thinking is orderly and focused and your mind disciplined. Your aim
is to find solutions that are accurate and practical. It’s a favorable time for careful planning. Meetings and
communications with older persons, authority figures, or better established persons can help you to better organize
your life.
Aug 13 2010
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11:05:22 AM EDT Progressed Moon trine natal Saturn - Exact. *****
25° 10` Libra to 25° 11` Aquarius
Ends Sep 11 2010 10:48:32 PM EDT

This progression brings you stability, predictability, consistent feelings and detachment. Now is the time to be
ambitious and to display your leadership abilities. If you accept responsibilities and put your mind to
accomplishing goals, your progress will be steady though it may be slow. Be patient, get organized, work steadily
and persistently, and build upon your opportunities. Then you will be able to perfect your public image, and make
or extend a favorable reputation. Dealing with with older people is especially favored now.
Aug 17 2010
3:48:13 AM EDT Progressed Midheaven trine natal Mars - Exact. *
23° 26` Gemini to 23° 26` Aquarius

This progression normally coincides with several months of activity. You need to make things happen and you
may be the only one who can do it. This may not be a particularly harmonious time in your life and you shouldn’t
expect everything to work out smoothly, but you should expect to work hard and accomplish much. Essentially,
this progression is about you and your need to survive. You are working and fighting to be free and independent
and you will are motivated to do what must be done to achieve it.
Aug 20 2010
6:16:33 AM EDT Transiting Saturn semisquare natal Neptune - Exact. *
02° 49` Libra to 17° 49` Scorpio
Begins Aug 10 2010 4:19:25 PM EDT
Ends Aug 29 2010 6:18:20 AM EDT

Complex issues and situations wear on your mind. You are disappointed, perhaps even fearful about the outcome
of present trends. Be patient, trust your feelings and give yourself time.
Aug 24 2010
7:12:03 PM EDT Transiting North Node opposite natal North Node - Exact. *****
09° 08` Capricorn to 09° 08` Cancer
Begins Aug 5 2010 9:58:32 PM EDT
Ends Sep 12 2010 4:25:34 PM EDT

There is a need for you to attend meetings or make connections with others now. Such social situations may be
mildly uncomfortable and could require some adjustment on your part. You may notice some unnecessary or
redundant elements of your current social situations that make them either useless or boring.
Aug 25 2010
10:23:49 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter sextile natal Mercury - Exact. **
01° 37` Aries to 01° 37` Aquarius
Begins Aug 14 2010 7:17:47 AM EDT
Ends Sep 3 2010 11:49:07 PM EDT

Communications by phone, mail, etc., will characterize this transit. It’s also a time of learning and teaching. Your
mind needs to grow and you’re open to expanding. Experiences with travel, legal matters, education, neighbors or
relatives are positive.
Aug 28 2010
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8:27:16 AM EDT Transiting Jupiter conjunct natal Venus - Exact. *****
01° 22` Aries to 01° 22` Aries
Begins Aug 17 2010 3:35:05 PM EDT
Ends Sep 6 2010 1:37:22 AM EDT

Your social life is front and center. Friendships and partnerships prosper and you should see progress wherever
teamwork and cooperation is important. You find that you have more faith in others and are more willing to join
in. Meetings and large gatherings, such as weddings and parties, are appropriate during this transit, and they
should be successful and pleasurable. Artistic and creative matters are favored also.
Sep 1 2010
7:42:38 PM EDT Transiting Saturn trine natal Moon - Exact. ***
04° 14` Libra to 04° 14` Aquarius
Begins Aug 23 2010 11:59:53 PM EDT
Ends Sep 10 2010 7:18:15 AM EDT

You are experiencing a kind of emotional maturity and stability now that will allow you to concentrate on
building secure foundations for yourself and significant others. You feel more responsible, parental, and serious,
particularly in regard to older persons, family and females. Take good care of yourself now. This may be a time to
make commitments to long-term projects or to relationships, and also to better organize or consolidate your home
or office.
Sep 2 2010
2:51:44 AM EDT Transiting North Node trine natal Uranus - Exact. ***
08° 41` Capricorn to 08° 41` Virgo
Begins Aug 14 2010 5:38:13 AM EDT
Ends Sep 21 2010 12:05:16 AM EDT

This is a time of interesting developments in your social life. You may meet with some unusual persons, make
some temporary contacts or connections, and participate in some group activities. Interactions which are not
routine become more frequent.
5:37:34 AM EDT Transiting Saturn enters your Third House - Exact. **
04° 16` Libra to 04° 16` Libra

Most likely you will be pressured to keep up with the demands of your daily routine during this period, and you
will be spending much time running around, making calls and coordinating your schedule. You need to be in
control of your environment now and there may be some challenges in doing so. Problems, obstacles and
limitations in transportation matters, in thought, and in communications of all kinds should force you to improve
and better organize yourself with respect to these matters.
5:49:28 AM EDT Transiting Pluto semisquare natal Neptune - Exact. *****
02° 49` Capricorn to 17° 49` Scorpio
Ends Nov 17 2010 5:22:18 PM EST

During this period you will probably feel some anxiety about the meaning of your life. Failures, disappointments,
and disillusionments are held up to your ideals. You may need to re-envision your life during this time of
visionary and spiritual crisis.
Sep 4 2010
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4:47:18 PM EDT Transiting Saturn semisquare natal Ascendant - Exact. **
04° 34` Libra to 19° 34` Leo
Begins Aug 27 2010 12:11:11 AM EDT
Ends Sep 13 2010 2:21:49 AM EDT

This character-building transit is a test of your sense of identity. Relationships are likely to be strained, and will
require whatever patience and diplomacy you can muster. Separations are possible, as are delays, obstacles, heavy
burdens, and limitations of movement. Now is the time to accept limitations and responsibilities, and know that
they won’t go on forever. If you meet the challenges of this transit in a mature and dignified manner, you will
emerge as a much more impressive and powerful person.
Sep 6 2010
5:53:47 PM EDT Transiting North Node semisquare natal Mars - Exact. ***
08° 26` Capricorn to 23° 26` Aquarius
Begins Aug 18 2010 8:40:16 PM EDT
Ends Sep 25 2010 3:07:18 PM EDT

Cooperation with others becomes a little more difficult now. Relationships may become more competitive,
marriages may become strained, and minor sexual/emotional upsets are possible.
Sep 24 2010
1:14:32 AM EDT Transiting Saturn quincunx natal Midheaven - Exact. *
06° 54` Libra to 06° 54` Taurus
Begins Sep 15 2010 8:56:46 PM EDT
Ends Oct 2 2010 3:53:55 AM EDT

Delays and obstacles may affect career, work, and the achievement of goals. Progress may be slow; be patient
and tolerant. Your security may be threatened and there may be some challenges in dealings with authority
figures. Keep a low profile.
Sep 25 2010
8:14:24 PM EDT Transiting Pluto semisquare natal Neptune - Exact. *****
02° 49` Capricorn to 17° 49` Scorpio
Ends Nov 17 2010 5:22:18 PM EST

During this period you will probably feel some anxiety about the meaning of your life. Failures, disappointments,
and disillusionments are held up to your ideals. You may need to re-envision your life during this time of
visionary and spiritual crisis.
Sep 27 2010
10:26:36 PM EDT Transiting North Node semisquare natal Sun - Exact. ***
07° 19` Capricorn to 22° 19` Aquarius
Begins Sep 9 2010 1:13:05 AM EDT
Ends Oct 16 2010 7:40:07 PM EDT

Ego problems may get in the way now in your relationships with others, particularly with groups and
associations. Males may prove difficult to work with, and leadership issues may need to be looked at carefully.
Keep busy.
Sep 28 2010
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4:50:42 PM EDT Progressed Moon opposite progressed Jupiter - Exact. *****
26° 44` Libra to 26° 45` Aries
Begins Aug 29 2010 2:51:31 PM EDT
Ends Oct 28 2010 7:54:13 PM EDT

Your social and emotional life is bigger than usual now, and growing fast. The number of issues, projects, or
activities in your life now is probably quite high. Your judgment may be strained as you sort out right and wrong
against whatever moral code you are operating within. Relations with others are a challenge now and you may be
engaged in conflicts of a moral or legal nature.
Oct 5 2010
9:34:09 PM EDT Transiting North Node trine natal Midheaven - Exact. *****
06° 54` Capricorn to 06° 54` Taurus
Begins Sep 17 2010 12:20:38 AM EDT
Ends Oct 24 2010 6:47:40 PM EDT

Your ties to community and family may become more active or more important now. Being with and enjoying
others in public, receiving publicity, and making professional connections is another theme of this transit. It’s a
good time to network with those who are well-connected in a public or professional sense.
Oct 12 2010
3:44:09 AM EDT Transiting Saturn square natal North Node - Exact. **
09° 08` Libra to 09° 08` Cancer
Begins Oct 4 2010 12:29:35 AM EDT
Ends Oct 20 2010 9:47:13 AM EDT

You may be facing some challenges or difficulties in your relationships with others. A mature and realistic
outlook on these matters is needed now. There may be some separations or barriers that bring uncertainty into
your social life. This is a time when some associations become more formalized and others cool off. Relations
with authorities and older persons may present challenges.
Oct 13 2010
6:59:28 PM EDT Progressed Moon semisquare progressed Pluto - Exact. **
27° 14` Libra to 12° 16` Virgo
Begins Sep 14 2010 7:29:34 AM EDT
Ends Nov 12 2010 6:29:39 AM EST

You may experience some critical moments now as you confront power and sex-related issues. Arrangements and
entanglements with others will be a theme around this time, and sharing may present some challenges. You are in
a period where you must let go of what is no longer useful or functioning.
Nov 17 2010
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5:46:27 PM EST Progressed Moon semisquare natal Pluto - Exact. **
28° 25` Libra to 13° 27` Virgo
Begins Oct 19 2010 4:46:15 AM EDT
Ends Dec 17 2010 8:47:06 AM EST

There’s some tension in your world now as life challenges you to trust and to share. You are in a period where
you must let go of what is no longer useful or functioning. Your feelings, and possibly those of others, are likely
to be deeply stirred by events and inevitable changes, which may have to do with domestic, financial, or sexual
issues. The more you try to hang on to what you ultimately need to give up, the more tumultuous this period is
likely to be. Relax your grip, and have faith that in the end you’ll be better off without that excess baggage.
Nov 25 2010
2:51:27 AM EST Progressed Sun square natal North Node - Exact. *****
09° 08` Aries to 09° 08` Cancer

Your connections and linkages to others, particularly on a public or community level, are strained or challenging
during this progression. This is a time when meetings, group and association activities, teamwork, and collective
action challenge your leadership. You may need to disentangle yourself from some alliances or associations.
Dec 21 2010
9:55:32 PM EST Transiting North Node semisquare natal Neptune - Exact. **
02° 49` Capricorn to 17° 49` Scorpio
Begins Dec 3 2010 12:42:01 AM EST
Ends Jan 9 2011 7:09:02 PM EST

Meetings and encounters occurring now may promise much but deliver less. You may interact with spiritual or
artistic persons who live in the future. Try to maintain realistic expectations.
Jan 1 2011
10:56:28 PM EST Transiting Saturn opposite natal Jupiter - Exact. *****
16° 42` Libra to 16° 42` Aries
Begins Dec 15 2010 5:45:28 AM EST
Ends Mar 9 2011 8:59:11 PM EST

This is a time of deep evaluations, a philosophical crisis of sorts. You may be under pressure to make decisions
and accurate judgments. Situations are complex and you will need to be patient. Relationships with others will
also require much conscious attention in order to settle differences. It is possible that your confidence and belief in
yourself may be tested and that you may not have the support system you’ve been used to. Financial and
occupational problems may also arise and you may be forced to economize and make adjustments. This is a
potentially challenging time during which your understanding of legalities and your responsibilities and
obligations will be tested. Although you may feel restless, be patient, make your decisions slowly and carefully,
and move ahead with your life. In many ways you are developing a deeper sense of who you are, as well as of
those with whom you are dealing.
Jan 13 2011
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10:00:06 AM EST Progressed Moon quincunx progressed Mars - Exact. ***
00° 21` Scorpio to 00° 22` Aries
Begins Dec 12 2010 6:03:10 PM EST
Ends Feb 14 2011 3:10:03 AM EST

Your feelings tell you that it is time to get busy and get some of your personal needs met. This is a good time for
building projects, problem solving, and doing solo work. It is not a time for unsatisfying compromises.
Jan 18 2011
9:33:55 AM EST Transiting North Node square natal Venus - Exact. ****
01° 22` Capricorn to 01° 22` Aries
Begins Dec 30 2010 12:20:25 PM EST
Ends Feb 6 2011 6:47:26 AM EST

This transit brings social obligations and intensified participation with other people, in most cases females.
Outward conditions may look fine, but you may feel uncomfortable. Collaborative artistic work may make
progress during this time of meetings and gatherings.
Jan 20 2011
1:53:41 PM EST Progressed Moon trine progressed Saturn - Exact. *****
00° 35` Scorpio to 00° 36` Pisces
Begins Dec 21 2010 3:42:37 PM EST
Ends Feb 19 2011 1:06:11 PM EST

This progression brings you stability, predictability, and detachment. It is a time of slow but steady
accomplishments, successful dealings with older people, and steady feelings. This is a time for accepting
responsibilities and for working toward a more secure life.
Jan 29 2011
7:36:20 PM EST Transiting Jupiter conjunct natal Venus - Exact. ****
01° 22` Aries to 01° 22` Aries
Begins Jan 24 2011 12:37:43 PM EST
Ends Feb 3 2011 9:12:58 PM EST

Your social life is front and center. Friendships and partnerships prosper and you should see progress wherever
teamwork and cooperation is important. You find that you have more faith in others and are more willing to join
in. Meetings and large gatherings, such as weddings and parties, are appropriate during this transit, and they
should be successful and pleasurable. Artistic and creative matters are favored also.
Jan 31 2011
2:31:13 AM EST Transiting Jupiter sextile natal Mercury - Exact. *
01° 37` Aries to 01° 37` Aquarius
Begins Jan 25 2011 9:00:31 PM EST
Ends Feb 5 2011 2:58:19 AM EST

Communications by phone, mail, etc., will characterize this transit. It’s also a time of learning and teaching. Your
mind needs to grow and you’re open to expanding. Experiences with travel, legal matters, education, neighbors or
relatives are positive.
Feb 8 2011
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1:38:23 AM EST Progressed Mercury quincunx progressed Ascendant - Exact. *****
25° 08` Aries to 25° 08` Virgo

Your interactions with others are intensified now, particularly in regard to transport, communications, and
agreements. This is also a time for meetings and for working out difficulties in friendships and relationships over
conversation.
Feb 12 2011
3:06:47 AM EST Progressed Moon quincunx natal Venus - Exact. ***
01° 21` Scorpio to 01° 22` Aries
Begins Jan 13 2011 10:10:59 AM EST
Ends Mar 13 2011 9:02:31 PM EST

This may be a time of contradictory feelings and domestic restlessness. Internally, you are struggling with your
emotions. You don’t quite feel at home with those you are involved with, and there are no easy solutions.
Positively, this could be a time of adjustments that lead to more realistic expectations regarding others. Female
problems of a physical nature may concern you now.
9:07:16 PM EST Transiting Jupiter sextile natal Moon - Exact. *
04° 14` Aries to 04° 14` Aquarius
Begins Feb 8 2011 2:51:33 AM EST
Ends Feb 17 2011 12:26:48 PM EST

This transit tends to stimulate openness and trust in the world. You feel better and others sense this and offer their
hand. Relations with females are generally positive, and family, home and real estate matters should prosper as
well.
Feb 13 2011
2:31:09 AM EST Transiting Jupiter enters your Ninth House - Exact. **
04° 16` Aries to 04° 16` Aries

Your mental and physical horizons are likely to expand during this transit. Travel may be frequent or prominent in
some way and you may become involved in a major course of study. Both learning and teaching are themes, and
your knowledge of of life is growing. You may become interested in philosophy, religion or other subjects that
give meaning to life. This is a good time for promoting yourself, for publishing and advertising, or for legal and
religious matters.
Feb 18 2011
9:41:14 PM EST Progressed Mercury sextile natal Saturn - Exact. *****
25° 11` Aries to 25° 11` Aquarius

This is a time when you will get things done, mostly because of proper preparations. There may be some delays,
but these will not be serious and may possibly be beneficial. Boundaries are a major theme now, whether it’s
simply putting up a fence or getting a divorce. It’s a time of clear and rational thinking, practical considerations,
and attention to details.
Feb 19 2011
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8:17:29 AM EST Transiting Saturn opposite natal Jupiter - Exact. *****
16° 42` Libra to 16° 42` Aries
Begins Dec 15 2010 5:45:28 AM EST
Ends Mar 9 2011 8:59:11 PM EST

This is a time of deep evaluations, a philosophical crisis of sorts. You may be under pressure to make decisions
and accurate judgments. Situations are complex and you will need to be patient. Relationships with others will
also require much conscious attention in order to settle differences. It is possible that your confidence and belief in
yourself may be tested and that you may not have the support system you’ve been used to. Financial and
occupational problems may also arise and you may be forced to economize and make adjustments. This is a
potentially challenging time during which your understanding of legalities and your responsibilities and
obligations will be tested. Although you may feel restless, be patient, make your decisions slowly and carefully,
and move ahead with your life. In many ways you are developing a deeper sense of who you are, as well as of
those with whom you are dealing.
1:50:20 PM EST Progressed Moon square natal Mercury - Exact. *****
01° 35` Scorpio to 01° 37` Aquarius
Begins Jan 20 2011 8:39:30 PM EST
Ends Mar 21 2011 8:01:02 AM EST

You are doing a lot more thinking these days, perhaps too much. You may even be so overwhelmed by your
thoughts that you feel anxious and find it difficult to sleep. Your progressed Moon is out of phase with Mercury, a
condition symbolic of your right brain (the intuitive, feeling mind) conflicting with your left brain (the rational,
logical mind). It is possible that this theme may be manifesting externally, in the lives of people around you,
where one person embodies logic and the other, emotions. Areas where the energies of this progression may be
felt strongly include family and home life, relations with females, mental work, signings and paperwork, and in
matters of transportation. Before making any important choices, eat right and get plenty of rest.
6:20:20 PM EST Transiting Pluto trine natal Midheaven - Exact. *****
06° 54` Capricorn to 06° 54` Taurus
Begins Jan 17 2011 2:34:33 AM EST
Ends Jul 9 2011 6:31:12 PM EDT

This transit often brings career and residence changes. You may feel a need to change yourself by changing your
environment, including community, family and professional affiliations. This is a time of major overhauls,
elimination of non-essentials, uprooting, moving, and transplantation. You feel a need to evolve now and you
probably would like a little more power, leadership, and publicity. It’s a good time for collaborative projects that
require technical know-how. Cooperation and sharing become important elements of success in your life now.
Feb 26 2011
9:59:49 PM EST Transiting Jupiter semisquare natal Sun - Exact. *
07° 19` Aries to 22° 19` Aquarius
Begins Feb 22 2011 11:22:28 AM EST
Ends Mar 3 2011 6:53:40 AM EST

During this transit, circumstances will provide you with excesses of one thing or another. If you are motivated,
you may become more productive. Don’t waste time. Strive to reach long-range goals and extend your usual
boundaries. Be realistic and patient, have realistic expectations and guard against over-optimism.
Mar 3 2011
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2:03:07 PM EST Progressed Ascendant quincunx natal Saturn - Exact. *
25° 11` Virgo to 25° 11` Aquarius

You are passing through a period of challenging developments in regard to your personal identity and your
relations with others. First, keep in mind that this period in your life is serious, slow, heavy, and possibly
characterized by a separation or loss of some sort. Depression, the common cold of Saturn, is a typical response,
but not the most productive one. If you can accept that your identity is becoming stronger as a result of
deprivations and limitations, you will make this passage a lot easier on yourself than if you expect things to be
business as normal. This is a time for self-sufficiency, self-discipline, patience, focused will- power, and just plain
hard work. You may have responsibilities to others that keep you from meeting your own personal goals. Be
patient. You’ll come out of this period with more character than you’ve ever had.
7:35:46 PM EST Transiting Jupiter semisquare natal Mars - Exact. *
08° 26` Aries to 23° 26` Aquarius
Begins Feb 27 2011 10:53:11 AM EST
Ends Mar 8 2011 2:55:16 AM EST

This may be a busy and stressful time, but potentially productive. Regulate your impulses and competitive
instincts. Athletics and physical activities are a good way to channel the energy. Handle legal and philosophical
conflicts with restraint.
Mar 4 2011
9:01:41 PM EST Transiting Jupiter quincunx natal Uranus - Exact. *
08° 41` Aries to 08° 41` Virgo
Begins Feb 28 2011 12:40:54 PM EST
Ends Mar 9 2011 4:03:00 AM EST

Interactions with others may be strained, or at least awkward, during this transit. Be ready for changes in plans
and expect some surprises. Matters connected with friends, groups, and associations may be prominent.
Mar 6 2011
6:33:45 PM EST Transiting Jupiter square natal North Node - Exact. *
09° 08` Aries to 09° 08` Cancer
Begins Mar 2 2011 10:49:43 AM EST
Ends Mar 11 2011 1:04:25 AM EST

For a week or so, your social life and contacts with others may become more extensive, with the possibility of big
meetings, large gatherings, family events, and dealings with a variety of people. Some of these events may be
obligatory. You may feel pressured to meet with others and to nurture past connections. Also, situations that arise
in your social network may involve some travel or transportation arrangements.
Mar 11 2011
7:21:16 AM EST Transiting Jupiter semisquare natal Saturn - Exact. *
10° 11` Aries to 25° 11` Aquarius
Begins Mar 7 2011 12:54:40 AM EST
Ends Mar 15 2011 12:49:44 PM EST

This transit brings a deeper awareness of the incompatible elements of your life. Decisions are necessary and you
may need to compromise with reality. Dissatisfaction forces changes requiring adjustments and the acceptance of
some social limitations.
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Mar 13 2011
11:57:17 PM EST Transiting Pluto semisquare natal Sun - Exact. *****
07° 19` Capricorn to 22° 19` Aquarius
Begins Jan 29 2011 11:16:09 PM EST
Ends Jun 23 2011 2:59:10 AM EDT

Changes need to occur in many areas of your life now. Power struggles and sexual frustration suggest that your
life-flow is blocked and needs to be re-aligned. Get rid of the garbage and move to better territory, both physically
and socially.
Mar 24 2011
11:44:27 PM EST Transiting Jupiter quincunx natal Pluto - Exact. *
13° 27` Aries to 13° 27` Virgo
Begins Mar 20 2011 7:45:25 PM EST
Ends Mar 29 2011 3:17:37 AM EST

You feel motivated to change things. Urges for power, expressed in terms of territory, finances, or sexuality, need
to be handled. Too much of everything could be a big problem.
Apr 4 2011
10:53:13 PM EDT Transiting Uranus conjunct natal Venus - Exact. *****
01° 22` Aries to 01° 22` Aries
Begins Mar 18 2011 7:29:01 AM EST
Ends Apr 23 2011 1:29:35 PM EDT

Observe your social life during this transit; it should develop in some very interesting ways. Your normal level of
emotions and feelings may rise, perhaps rapidly. Typically, people under this transit experience strong attractions
to others, usually physical but also mental. There is usually a strong desire for personal freedom in relationships at
this time also. Your need for change, as well as any romantic inclinations you may have, could lead you into
some social adventures. Your thinking about art, beauty and fashion may be stimulated by this transit also. The
unusual or overlooked may draw your attention and interest now.
Apr 7 2011
11:59:05 AM EDT Transiting Jupiter conjunct natal Jupiter - Exact. ***
16° 42` Aries to 16° 42` Aries
Begins Apr 3 2011 8:48:20 AM EDT
Ends Apr 11 2011 3:14:44 PM EDT

This transit stimulates optimism and may bring some luck, success, or improvements in some areas of your life.
You may be more inclined to speculate and take risks now, and you’re likely to emphasize generalities rather than
particulars. Your thinking is more philosophical; you are looking at the “big picture.” This is also a favorable time
for travel and educational or legal matters.
Apr 9 2011
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11:06:49 AM EDT Transiting Uranus sextile natal Mercury - Exact. ***
01° 37` Aries to 01° 37` Aquarius
Begins Mar 22 2011 4:44:00 PM EST
Ends Apr 28 2011 1:47:55 PM EDT

Your mind is alert, your communications clear, and your ideas original and inventive. This transit stimulates
change and progress, technological advances, and specialization. Adjustments in transportation and
communications matters are probable.
Apr 12 2011
2:30:51 AM EDT Transiting Jupiter quincunx natal Neptune - Exact. *
17° 49` Aries to 17° 49` Scorpio
Begins Apr 7 2011 11:13:56 PM EDT
Ends Apr 16 2011 6:04:01 AM EDT

Concerns for those in need may present some problems now. Are these needs legitimate? Don’t let your feelings
get the best of you. You have to be realistic or others will take advantage of you. Steer clear of sloppy and
exaggerated conditions. Use your imagination constructively.
Apr 19 2011
8:26:30 AM EDT Transiting Jupiter trine natal Ascendant - Exact. **
19° 34` Aries to 19° 34` Leo
Begins Apr 15 2011 4:36:53 AM EDT
Ends Apr 23 2011 12:43:41 PM EDT

Your self-image and self-esteem are improving now and this should correlate with improvements in your social
life. You may gain some recognition and success as an individual, which may in turn increase your confidence
and incline you to be more optimistic. Belief in yourself is good fortune. This is a time for expanding the circle of
contacts in your social life, for taking classes, and for traveling or participating in sports with others.
Apr 30 2011
10:35:56 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter sextile natal Sun - Exact. *
22° 19` Aries to 22° 19` Aquarius
Begins Apr 26 2011 5:05:53 PM EDT
Ends May 5 2011 5:01:23 AM EDT

Confidence in yourself can make you feel like stretching out a bit and taking a few chances. This is a good time to
learn, travel, reach out, and enjoy life. You are in a position to make some substantial gains, but you must act on
the opportunities that are presenting themselves now and develop them carefully.
May 5 2011
5:35:53 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter sextile natal Mars - Exact. *
23° 26` Aries to 23° 26` Aquarius
Begins May 1 2011 11:02:53 AM EDT
Ends May 10 2011 1:19:04 AM EDT

You may feel more confident, bolder, stronger, and competitive under this transit. You project your ideas more
forcefully towards the world, and you exercise your will and the muscles of your body in sports and recreation.
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10:23:24 PM EDT Transiting Pluto semisquare natal Sun - Exact. *****
07° 19` Capricorn to 22° 19` Aquarius
Begins Jan 29 2011 11:16:09 PM EST
Ends Jun 23 2011 2:59:10 AM EDT

Changes need to occur in many areas of your life now. Power struggles and sexual frustration suggest that your
life-flow is blocked and needs to be re-aligned. Get rid of the garbage and move to better territory, both physically
and socially.
May 8 2011
11:44:58 AM EDT Progressed Moon square natal Moon - Exact. *****
04° 13` Scorpio to 04° 14` Aquarius
Begins Apr 8 2011 3:58:12 PM EDT
Ends Jun 7 2011 8:30:51 AM EDT

This may be a time of emotional tension, overreaction, and wide mood swings, and you may be struggling with
your feelings. Do you really like what you are doing, or who you are with? Can you make changes easily? The
answer to these questions right now is probably “no.” Practically speaking, you should not make any major,
irreversible changes now because they will ultimately be a reflection of your internal stress. If you must make big
changes, make them in stages. Also, since strong feelings often trigger eating problems, you may need to pay
special attention to your diet.
May 13 2011
7:43:16 AM EDT Transiting Jupiter sextile natal Saturn - Exact. *
25° 11` Aries to 25° 11` Aquarius
Begins May 8 2011 10:57:56 PM EDT
Ends May 17 2011 6:02:15 PM EDT

This supportive and stabilizing transit indicates good judgment and realistic perceptions. It’s a time for making
decisions, commitments, and evaluations, and for improving the material and spiritual quality of your life.
May 15 2011
12:25:54 AM EDT Transiting North Node sextile natal Saturn - Exact. ***
25° 11` Sagittarius to 25° 11` Aquarius
Begins Apr 26 2011 3:12:23 AM EDT
Ends Jun 2 2011 9:39:25 PM EDT

Sharing difficult tasks with others, and making connections with older or more ambitious persons, are themes of
this transit. Pay attention to formalities and be responsible.
May 29 2011
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9:40:31 PM EDT Transiting Pluto trine natal Midheaven - Exact. *****
06° 54` Capricorn to 06° 54` Taurus
Begins Jan 17 2011 2:34:33 AM EST
Ends Jul 9 2011 6:31:12 PM EDT

This transit often brings career and residence changes. You may feel a need to change yourself by changing your
environment, including community, family and professional affiliations. This is a time of major overhauls,
elimination of non-essentials, uprooting, moving, and transplantation. You feel a need to evolve now and you
probably would like a little more power, leadership, and publicity. It’s a good time for collaborative projects that
require technical know-how. Cooperation and sharing become important elements of success in your life now.
Jun 11 2011
3:04:45 AM EDT Transiting Uranus sextile natal Moon - Exact. *****
04° 14` Aries to 04° 14` Aquarius
Begins May 11 2011 10:59:48 PM EDT

Your emotions and feelings prompt you to express yourself freely. It’s a time to revitalize your nest. Interactions
with strong-willed females are unusual and interesting. This is a time of successful social adjustments and
experiments.
Jun 12 2011
11:57:38 AM EDT Transiting Jupiter square natal Mercury - Exact. **
01° 37` Taurus to 01° 37` Aquarius
Begins Jun 7 2011 10:53:50 AM EDT
Ends Jun 17 2011 5:39:52 PM EDT

Any problems now are a matter of excess; there’s too much or too many. You need to learn or assimilate many
facts and mass quantities of information. Big ideas or generalizations should be carefully monitored; it may be
easy to get carried away with what you or others perceive to be “the truth.” Communications of all kinds are
intensified. Driving, travel and movement around your environment may be challenging or inconvenient.
Jun 13 2011
7:35:23 AM EDT Transiting Uranus enters your Ninth House - Exact. *****
04° 16` Aries to 04° 16` Aries

During this period, you will probably experience some unusual, progressive and unexpected developments in
travel, legalities and education. You may take radical or unconventional positions on subjects that may place you
in conflict with conservative types. You are developing your own individual views on life and unusual subjects.
Ideas attract your attention.
Jun 17 2011
12:16:32 AM EDT Transiting North Node sextile natal Mars - Exact. ***
23° 26` Sagittarius to 23° 26` Aquarius
Begins May 29 2011 3:03:01 AM EDT
Ends Jul 5 2011 9:30:04 PM EDT

Cooperation and joint efforts to get things done are a theme now. Connections with males or assertive females,
and also sexual connections, may also be formed.
Jun 26 2011
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5:15:31 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter square natal Moon - Exact. **
04° 14` Taurus to 04° 14` Aquarius
Begins Jun 21 2011 1:35:26 AM EDT
Ends Jul 2 2011 5:26:46 PM EDT

Too much is happening! You may find yourself reacting to emotionally charged situations involving females
now. There may also be some conflicts of opinion over differing judgments. You may need to adapt to
extravagant or wasteful situations (often in public) and make important judgment calls. Be reasonable in your
expectations about others, family matters, and real estate. Be honest with yourself about obligations. Don’t expect
the world to do everything for you, and you don’t have to be everyone else’s protector.
Jul 8 2011
4:49:21 AM EDT Transiting North Node sextile natal Sun - Exact. ***
22° 19` Sagittarius to 22° 19` Aquarius
Begins Jun 19 2011 7:35:50 AM EDT
Ends Jul 27 2011 2:02:52 AM EDT

Meetings, contacts, and other forms of interactions with others, primarily males, are a theme now. Be open to
sharing leadership and working closely with authority figures.
Jul 13 2011
10:33:30 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter conjunct natal Midheaven - Exact. *****
06° 54` Taurus to 06° 54` Taurus
Begins Jul 7 2011 12:31:17 AM EDT
Ends Jul 21 2011 6:20:45 PM EDT

Your outlook on life is improving; you are becoming more confident and optimistic. You will experience some
success, or at least growth experiences, in profession and career matters. This is a time to follow up on
opportunities and expand your reputation and influence in the world. New projects are likely to be successful. It’s
a good time for promotional activities and publicity.
10:33:30 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter enters your Tenth House - Exact. **
06° 54` Taurus to 06° 54` Taurus

A rise in status, reputation, position, career or social role is possible during this transit. You find it easier to move
yourself up and ahead in life and you may be the recipient of someone’s generosity. This is a good time for
launching new professional ventures, particularly those involving travel, advertising or publishing. You are
learning more about your job or vocation, and you may be singled out for an honor or reward of some kind. Your
popularity is on the rise.
Jul 18 2011
9:45:50 PM EDT Progressed Moon trine progressed North Node - Exact. *****
06° 35` Scorpio to 06° 37` Cancer
Begins Jun 19 2011 2:44:28 AM EDT

During this progression you will form connections with others, probably female, with whom you feel quite
comfortable and secure. It is a good time for networking, socializing, and contributing to the welfare of a
community.
Jul 22 2011
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12:47:13 AM EDT Progressed Moon sextile progressed Uranus - Exact. ***
06° 43` Scorpio to 06° 43` Virgo
Begins Jun 22 2011 4:35:02 AM EDT

With this progression, you may find yourself having more free time than usual, or at least making some. Your
need to be creative, inventive, spontaneous, and outgoing will most likely be higher. Also, involvements with
groups, associations, and friends may be more prominent and exciting now.
Jul 26 2011
11:16:27 AM EDT Progressed Venus square natal Saturn - Exact. *****
25° 11` Taurus to 25° 11` Aquarius
Begins Aug 12 2010 10:04:52 AM EDT

Your feelings will be affected by this progression, but you may not reveal to others your sense of aloneness. This
is a time when your standards in the arts, fashion, and in your social life are challenged. You need to become
more objective about what you are really doing in these areas. Handle current social activities by careful planning,
making arrangements for alternate plans, and adhering to the rules or formalities. Expect delays and obstacles. In
close relationships, expect some significant separations or at least some cooling off. A temporary separation may
actually be a good thing at this time.
Jul 27 2011
8:44:27 AM EDT Progressed Moon enters your Fourth House - Exact. *
06° 53` Scorpio to 06° 54` Scorpio

During these couple of years it becomes appropriate to focus on relationships with your parents and family. You
may think about them more often, or circumstances may lead you to be with them more than usual. You may
increasingly visit others in their homes or have them come to yours. Paradoxically, however, you may also want
to spend more time in your own home, being by yourself in your own space, for this is a time for inwardness, for
seeking your own roots and making amends with the past.
8:44:27 AM EDT Progressed Moon opposite natal Midheaven - Exact. *****
06° 53` Scorpio to 06° 54` Taurus
Begins Jun 27 2011 10:20:37 AM EDT

During the previous month, and for the next few months, you are groping your way toward a new way of living.
Your feeling of being at home, your sense of direction and social position, and your professional aims will most
likely be most affected. What happens during this progression could have repercussions that extend many years
into the future.
In some ways, your life is taking on a whole new purpose. Be open to opportunities now, especially ones that
offer domestic security or that call on your ability to nurture or to serve the public. Activities and work in which
you deal directly with the public may arise, and you should take them seriously. This is a time for you to explore
your feelings about the world at large and your role within it. Also, females may play a major role in any changes
that occur now.
Jul 28 2011
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11:50:51 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter trine natal Uranus - Exact. **
08° 41` Taurus to 08° 41` Virgo
Begins Jul 20 2011 12:16:44 AM EDT

This may be a busy and exciting time in your social life. Interactions with unusual persons, and involvements with
groups or associations, are likely now. New ideas and experiences let you see things in different ways. Surprising
reversals and good fortune may also occur and improve your circumstances. Experiment, break out of rigidities
and be yourself.
Aug 2 2011
5:34:32 PM EDT Transiting Jupiter sextile natal North Node - Exact. **
09° 08` Taurus to 09° 08` Cancer
Begins Jul 23 2011 5:49:53 PM EDT

You feel more willing to join in and share things with others. Being adaptable comes easy now. There may be
some benefits coming to you through your social connections. This is a time of successful interactions with
groups or networks of persons.
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Symbols of the Planets and Signs
q = Sun
w = Moon
e = Mercury
r = Venus
t = Mars
y = Jupiter
u = Saturn

i = Uranus
o = Neptune
p = Pluto
l = N. Node
j = Ascendant
k = Midheaven
m = Retrograde

a = Aries
s = Taurus
d = Gemini
f = Cancer
g = Leo
h = Virgo

z = Libra
x = Scorpio
c = Sagittarius
v = Capricorn
b = Aquarius
n = Pisces
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Symbols of the Planets and Signs
q = Sun
w = Moon
e = Mercury
r = Venus
t = Mars
y = Jupiter
u = Saturn

i = Uranus
o = Neptune
p = Pluto
l = N. Node
j = Ascendant
k = Midheaven
m = Retrograde

a = Aries
s = Taurus
d = Gemini
f = Cancer
g = Leo
h = Virgo

z = Libra
x = Scorpio
c = Sagittarius
v = Capricorn
b = Aquarius
n = Pisces
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Symbols of the Planets and Signs
q = Sun
w = Moon
e = Mercury
r = Venus
t = Mars
y = Jupiter
u = Saturn

i = Uranus
o = Neptune
p = Pluto
l = N. Node
j = Ascendant
k = Midheaven
m = Retrograde

a = Aries
s = Taurus
d = Gemini
f = Cancer
g = Leo
h = Virgo

z = Libra
x = Scorpio
c = Sagittarius
v = Capricorn
b = Aquarius
n = Pisces
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